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RECENTLY Artin and Mazur have constructed from a double semi-simplicial group G** an 
associated S.S. group G, such that there are two spectral sequences 
Eiq = T&G * rep+@) 
E;, = z;x,“G * ;TZ~+#) 
where @c;G is the pth homotopy of the “horizontal” S.S. group obtained by taking the qth 
homotopy of each of the “vertical” S.S. groups GP.. The construction of G, as well as the 
existence of these spectral sequences i extremely complicated, and on the other hand, in the 
case where G is double S.S. abelian group, it follows from the Eilenberg-Zilber-Cartier 
theorem [l, Satz 2.91 and the spectral sequences of a double complex that similar spectral 
sequences hold with C: replaced by the diagonal S.S. group AG. In this paper we prove that 
these spectral sequences also exist for double S.S. G which are not necessarily abelian. 
We begin by recalling some facts about S.S. groups. 
If G = {G,; dj, sj} is an S.S. group, then there is an exact sequence of S.S. groups 
L 0 i 
(1) O+RG+EG+G-+CR,(G)-+O 
defined as follows: 
(EG), = {x E G,+ 1 1 d$+‘x = 0) and dj:(EG)q + (EG),_ 1 for j 5 q (resp. Sj : (EG), ---, 
(EG), + I for j 5 q) is induced by dj : G4+ 1 --, G, (resp. sj : G,+l + G,,,.) 
e,:(EG),+ G, is induced by d,,, :G,+l -+ G,. 
i: RG + EG is the kernel of 6. 
Cn, (G) is the constant S.S. group with CAFE = a,(G) for all q and all d,, Sj are 
identity maps. 
j,: G, -+ no(G) is the composition G, -%G,, -+ a,(G). 
t Work on this paper was partially supported by the National Science Foundation. 
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On the other hand EG is contractible. In fact if K is a S.S. set with basepoint hen there is a 
canonical homotopy h : EK x I + EK functorial in K such that h, = identity and h1 = *. 
Letting ZG be the image of 0, the long exact homotopy sequences 
-+ n,@G) -+ n,(EG) + n,(IG) + nP- ,@G) + 
--, n,(ZG) -+ a,(G) -+ n,@%(G)) + ncp- ,UG) + 
yield the isomorphisms 
(2) nP- l(nG) = n,(G), p 2 1. 
Now ~5, d;, $1 is a double 
S.S. group (here “h” refers to the “horizontal” structure and “v” to the vertical), we define 
the diagonal S.S. group AG by 
(AG), = G,, dj = d: dr ~j = Si”Si”. 
is that 0 G’ G G” 0 an sequence double groups, there 
a exact sequence 
n,(AG’) n,(AG) nP(AG”) r+ +. 
the (1) the S.S. of double group we 
the sequence double groups 
0 &G E,G G C,rc”,G 0. 
Z,G the of we the exact 
---) --, --) + ,(L\n,G) 
(4) rr,(AZ,G) n,(AG) ?I,(ACJC;G) 
LEMMA. n,(AE,G) = 0 for all p. 
Proof. Let h, : (E,G), x Iq + (EvmPq, q = 0, 1, . . . be the canonical contracting 
homotopy of E(G,,). Because this homotopy is functorial in the argument GP. it is easy 
to see that the maps h,, : (E,G),, x I, + (E,G)“, constitute a contracting homotopy of 
AE,G. Q.E.D. 
As K&AC&G) = @tEG, we obtain from (4) and the lemma the exact sequence 
(5) 4 nP_ i(An,G) + n,(AG) -+ a;n;;G ---) T+~(A~~G) + 
Applying (5) successively to the double S.S. groups @G and using that rrf;(ajG) = n:(G) 
by (2), we obtain the exact couple 
rrp-,(AR;+‘G) -+ rcp(A@G) 
I.. 1’ 
In order to compute the r for which Eiq = T@:(G) we see that d, is the composition 
+l;G - ST~+(AR$+‘G) + r~;_~rc;+~(G). 
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and so r = ?. The abutment of the spectral sequence of this couple is n,+,(AG) with the 
filtration 
F,n,+,(AG) = Im{n,(AW!G) -+ x~+~(AG)I. 
As F_,n,(AG) = 0, the spectral sequence is biregular and so we have established the follow- 
ing : 
THEOREM. If G is a double S.S. group, then there are two spectral sequences 
E= = rchnvG =S xp+&AG) 
E;: = &;G =z. R~+&AG). 
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